Human protein reference database and human proteinpedia as discovery resources for molecular biotechnology.
In the recent years, research in molecular biotechnology has transformed from being small scale studies targeted at a single or a small set of molecule(s) into a combination of high throughput discovery platforms and extensive validations. Such a discovery platform provided an unbiased approach which resulted in the identification of several novel genetic and protein biomarkers. High throughput nature of these investigations coupled with higher sensitivity and specificity of Next Generation technologies provided qualitatively and quantitatively richer biological data. These developments have also revolutionized biological research and speed of data generation. However, it is becoming difficult for individual investigators to directly benefit from this data because they are not easily accessible. Data resources became necessary to assimilate, store and disseminate information that could allow future discoveries. We have developed two resources--Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) and Human Proteinpedia, which integrate knowledge relevant to human proteins. A number of protein features including protein-protein interactions, post-translational modifications, subcellular localization, and tissue expression, which have been studied using different strategies were incorporated in these databases. Human Proteinpedia also provides a portal for community participation to annotate and share proteomic data and uses HPRD as the scaffold for data processing. Proteomic investigators can even share unpublished data in Human Proteinpedia, which provides a meaningful platform for data sharing. As proteomic information reflects a direct view of cellular systems, proteomics is expected to complement other areas of biology such as genomics, transcriptomics, molecular biology, cloning, and classical genetics in understanding the relationships among multiple facets of biological systems.